We study low energy shape oscillations of negative parity in the first and second (isomeric) minima in actinides. As a main tool we use the phenomenological Woods-Saxon potential with a variety of shape deformations. This allows to include a mixing of various multipolarities when considering oscillations with a fixed K quantum number. The phonon energies are determined either from the collective Hamiltonian with the microscopic-macrocopic energy and cranking mass parameters, or from its simplified version with the constant mass parameters. The results for K π = 0 − ,1 − in the first minima are in a reasonable agreement with experimental data, including predicted E1 transitions; the K π = 2 − energies are systematically overestimated. In the second minimum, as compared to the data for 240 Pu and 236 U, our calculated K =1,2 energies are overestimated while the K = 0 energies are three or more times too large. This signals either a non-collective character of the experimentally assigned K = 0 states or a serious flaw of the model in the second minimum. More data on the K = 0, I π = 1 − collective states in the second minima of other nuclei are necessary to resolve this issue.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, a considerable amount of data has been gathered on the nuclear states in the second well in the actinide region, especially in 240 Pu, see [1] and references cited therein.
Various rotational bands, most of them of negative parity, have been identified in this nucleus with moments of inertia characteristic of superdeformation (SD). Such spectroscopic data provide a much wanted test for nuclear models that were originally fitted in a region of deformations around the ground state (g.s.) minima: How much of their predictive power is left beyond that region? Negative-parity shape oscillations are natural candidates for the observed low energy band-heads at the SD. Here we study them within the much used microscopic-macroscopic model based on the deformed Woods-Saxon potential. The found properties of excitations in the shape-isomeric minima provide both a prediction and a test of the model. We check the used method by first applying it to the negative-parity excitations in the first minima in actinides, on which data are more abundant.
Discovery of fast fissioning states in actinides by Polikanov et al. [2] was interpreted soon afterwards by Flerov and Druin [3] and Strutinsky [4] as evidence for very deformed secondary minima in these nuclei. Later experiments provided support for this guess, with measurements of rotational band in 240 Pu [5] and then, of the quadrupole moment in the second well in 239 Pu [6] . However, very short lifetimes, in the range from 10 ps to 10 ms, and experimental difficulties precluded, and in fact preclude to this very day, gainining sufficient knowledge on the nuclear structure in the second minimum. Only four values of the quadrupole moment in the second well were measured via nuclear methods of the total of 34 shape-isomeric states. Three additional data for Am isotopes come from the optical isotope shift and hyperfine structure measurements of the difference between the mean square radii in the ground and isomeric states [7] . Moreover, difficulties in the experimental access to fission isomers make the results very dependable on rather extended argumentation chains involving assumptions instead of established experimental facts. Although this does not necessarily invalidates the claimed results, quite a number of legitimate reservations may be formulated which diminish their firmness, see [8] .
We determine properties of low-lying negative-parity shape vibrations in even-even actinides using the collective model, i.e. the Schrödinger equation with deformation parameters as coordinates. As the ingredients we take the microscopic-macroscopic energy and cranking mass parameters. In order to describe nonaxial modes we include nonaxial deformations of the nuclear shape corresponding to K = 1, 2, 3. The use of the microscopic-macroscopic energy is consistent with the working assumption that it correctly predicts the shape dependence of energy for "cold" nuclear configurations. On the other hand, using adiabatic mass parameters is only an approximation. It should work reasonably well for phonon energies smaller than 2∆, with ∆ the neutron or proton pairing gap, The experimental energies in the second well and many in the first well fulfil this condition [1] .
One might expect that negative-parity shape vibrations are mostly octupole. However, there are at least two reasons to consider admixtures of higher order odd-multipolarity modes, i.e. λ = 5 and 7: 1) The equilibrium shapes are spheroidal, hence the multipole components of different λ are not the normal modes (not even being orthogonal) and may couple with each other, 2) Deformation parameters β λµ of the microscopic-macroscopic model define the s.p. potential, not the density. Therefore, the octupole part of the latter may be produced by various odd-λ deformations of the potential. As a consequence, one should account for a possible mode coupling when looking for low lying excitations of negative parity. We are not aware of any other study of shape oscillations explicitely including oddrank multipoles of the order higher than three.
One can observe that an alternative approach to the study of octupole vibrations, the schematic Random Phase Approximation [9] [10] [11] , while free from the adiabaticity assumption that we use for mass parameters, has its own problems, including the necessity of fixing the coupling constants. In order to study the coupling of various multipolarities, one would have many constants to fix.
II. METHOD
We use a sigle-particle (s.p.) Hamiltonian with the deformed Woods-Saxon potential defined in terms of the nuclear surface, according to the scheme exposed in [12] . However, the potential used in the present work admits more general nuclear shapes: The only restriction imposed on them is that they have one symmetry plane y-z. This leaves one conserved signature quantum number, s x = ±i, being the eigenvalue of the signature operator S x = PR −1
x , with P the intrinsic parity and R x the rotation by π about the intrinsic x axis. The degeneracy of pairs of states with s x = ±i (the Kramers degeneracy) reduces by half the dimension of the s.p. Hamiltonian matrix.
Nuclear shapes compatible with the assumed symmetry are defined by the following equation of the nuclear surface
where c({β}) is the volume-fixing factor. The real-valued spherical harmonics, Y λµc with even µ > 0 and Y λµs with odd µ > 0, are defined in terms of the usual ones as:
In other words, the dependence of the shape on the azimuthal angle ϕ enters through functions cos(µϕ) with µ even and sin(µϕ) with µ odd.
For the macroscopic part we used the Yukawa plus exponential model [13] . The parameters of both the macroscopic part and the s.p. potential used in the present work, as well as the way the shell-and pairing corrections are calculated, are the same as in a number of previous studies, e.g. in [14] .
A. Oscillations around I and II minima
The second minima in actinides found in this and previous calculations, see e.g. [15, 16] , correspond to the axially-and reflection-symmetric shapes. The same holds for the g.s.
minima, except for some light thorium, uranium and plutonium isotopes with N ≤ 138 that have octupole equilibrium deformations and are not included in the present study. So we are left with nearly parabolic, not too shallow minima. Small oscillations around them with different intrinsic K numbers or parities are nearly independent. Indeed, the amplitude of vibrations cannot be too large, while exactly at the minimum the modes are uncoupled, except for the Coriolis coupling which may be then considered as a perturbation.
The treatment of negative-parity shape oscillations in the collective model is based on the collective Hamiltonian
diagonalized within the space of collective wave functions with the scalar product ψ 1 |
is the microscopic-macroscopic energy and B ij (β k ) is the mass tensor with indices corresponding to deformations β λK , λ = 3, 5, 7. In the present work we use cranking mass parameters. Oscillations for each K = 0, 1, 2, 3 are considered separately. A similar approach was used in [17] to study the K = 0 octupole state in 222 Ra.
In contrast to that work, where both quadrupole and octupole coordinate were used, we restrict collective variables to reflection-asymmetric deformations.
Since our study is confined to nuclei with sufficiently deep, nearly parabolic minima, we can use the approximation of small oscillation amplitudes. This formalism follows from the one above if we replace V by the quadratic form (1/2) ij C ij β i β j , approximately valid around the potential minimum, with the stiffness coefficients C ij , and fix the mass parameters at the values calculated at this minimum. Then the Hamiltonian becomeŝ
Within this 3D harmonic oscillator model, the study of the λ = 3, 5, 7 coupling is straightforward. The eigenmodes ξ k are given by a transformation of coordinates
where the orthogonal matrices S 1 and S 2 diagonalize the mass tensor, S 
B. Electric dipole transitions
Reduced probabilities of electromagnetic (EM) transitions between the rotational band built on the one-phonon state and the g.s. band can be calculated assuming the fixed structure of both the phonon and the collective rotor [18] . For an operator M of the multipolarity λ one has
with M(λ, K 2 ) the intrinsic spherical component. For the negative-parity shape vibrations, the most prominent are dipole transitions, if not hindered by special reasons, as the octupole transitions are usually much weaker. It is especially true for shape isomers where only E0
and E1 transitions are observed [27] . We have Transition matrix elements in the intrinsic frame between the g.s. and the lowest excited state of negative parity | π− could be calculated by integrating the transition density
where D(β k ) is the expectation value ofD in the mean field state with the deformations β k [17] .
A considerably simpler approximation consists in calculating the diagonal matrix element of the transition operator in the mean-field state with the deformations β tr k fixed as the most probable by the above transition density:
The dipole and octupole moment operators are to the leading order linear in the oddmultipole deformation parameters β λK , so indeed, the integration in Eq. (6) 
This may be contrasted with the strong coupling limit with two octupole minima, at ±β eq λK , in which the transition matrix element D t is calculated as the expectation value at this deformation of equilibrium. One can notice that in this case, β eq λK is equal to β π− λK , the expectation value of β λK in the first excited state of negative parity, nearly degenerate with the g.s., β
For the harmonic lowest-lying phonon one has the relation β tr λK = 0.63β π− λK which follows from Eq. (4) and the relation for the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator: ξ
Expectation value of the electric dipole moment in the state with deformations β λK , K =0,1, is calculated as a sum of the macroscopic and shell-corection parts, see e.g. [19, 20] .
The macroscopic part, derived within the Droplet Model in [21] , has to be calculated as in [22] , i.e. without assuming small β λµ . For the completeness of the presentation, the relevant formulas and parameters are collected in the Appendix B.
C. Estimate of the Coriolis coupling effect
Within the rigid rotor-vibration coupling model, there are two modifications of the energy of stationary states with the total angular momentum I relative to the energy of one-phonon states: (i) a shift by a(I(I + 1) − K 2 ), with a =h 2 /(2J ), J the moment of inertia, and (ii) the effect of the Coriolis coupling
connecting states differing by ∆K = 1. In the spherical limit, the matrix elements ofĴ + between substates K and K + 1 of a collective vibration of the multipolarity λ are equal to (λ − K)(λ + K + 1). The actual matrix elements for octupole phonons in deformed nuclei were found close to the spherical limit in [9] . Here we also include multipoles λ = 5 and 7, so we estimate the effect of the Coriolis coupling using the spherical value with λ consistent with the composition of the lowest-lying phonon, see sect. III.
For a test case of I = 1 states (the mixing of K = 0 and K = 1) in 240 Pu, in the first minimmum, we take λ = 3 and with a = 7.156 keV [23] find the coupling H Cor =49.6 keV;
in the second well, with a = 3.33 keV [1] , we obtain H Cor =23.1 keV for λ = 3 and 36.5 keV for λ = 5. As the energy shifts of I = 1 states due to the coupling (8) are smaller then the coupling itself, especially when the difference in Coriolis-unperturbed energies is much larger than H Cor , which is often the case, we do not include them in presented results.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We begin with the description of energy minima obtained by a minimization in a multidimensional deformation space. A typical plot of energy vs. deformation β 20 after minimization with respect to other axial deformations is shown in Fig. 1 A collection of all calculated K = 0 stiffness coefficients is shown in Fig. 3 for the first minima and in Fig. 4 
A. Results with constant mass parameters
Calculated energies of the lowest negative-parity shape oscillations in the first minimum for various even-even actinides are shown in Fig. 6 together with experimental results [24] .
Only vibrational cases are considered which means that we excluded nuclei with the octupole equilibrum deformation or very close to the reflection-symmetry breaking. As the calculated energies of the K = 3 phonons are greater than 1.5 MeV in Th, U, Pu and Cm isotopes and greater than 1.3 MeV in Cf isotopes, and, moreover, an experimental information on such octupole states is scarce and uncertain, we do not show these results here. It may be seen that for the K = 0 and K = 1 modes an overall agreement to within ∼100 keV (except for 230 U) is obtained between the data and theoretical evaluation. It is worth mentioning that our calculations do not involve any adjustment to the data they are compared with. For the K = 2 mode the experimental energies are considerably overestimated. On the other hand, one has to notice that the experimental assignments made for K = 1 and K = 2 octupole band-heads are not many and some of them seem quite uncertain. One can observe in In Fig. 7 , calculated low-lying negative-parity excitation energies at the second minimum are shown as a function of the neutron number for different isotopes. The plotted experimental data were taken from [1] . The K = 3 energies are not presented as they lie above 2.5 MeV, even higher than in the first minima. We do show calculated vibration energies in the second well in Cf isotopes, although no shape isomer was established there up to now. In our calculations, the barrier protecting the second minimum in 246 Cf against fission is by 1 MeV smaller and thinner than in its isotone 244 Cm, which supports the short-lived (< 5 ps) shape isomer and its longer lived (< 100 ns), probably spin-isomeric, 1. keV; the supposed β band starts with the second I π = 0 + state at 770 keV.
As follows form Fig.7 , within the presented model we cannot reproduce the K = 0 − excitations at the second minimum. In 240 Pu, we obtain energy nearly three times too large. Situation is even worse for 236 U, in which the back-decay to the first minimum was experimentally detected and the excitation energy of mere 290 keV was attributed to the There is a large energy lowering below the uncoupled value (C 3030 /B 3030 ) 1/2 due to this coupling, see Fig. 7 . This shows that it is impossible to describe low-lying K π = 0 − states in the second well as a pure octupole vibration. However, the coupling with the Y 50 mode is not sufficient in view of the experimental results. , while the latter are the largest in the first minimum.
B. Results with shape-dependent mass parameters
Oscillation energieshω K in the first and second minima calculated with shape-dependent mass parameters for selected even-even actinides are compared in Table I to the constantmass variant of the calculations and the experimental data, where available. As may be seen, the model including the shape dependence of the mass parameters (2) spoils or improves the agreement with the data, depending on a particular case. In the first well, there is a substantial decrease in some K π = 0 − energies away from the measured values, especially for 240 Pu. Some other energies become closer to the data, e.g. in 236 U and 246 Cm. The K π = 1 − energy in 230 Th is spoiled, while for the K π = 2 − mode there is an improvement for 240 Pu and worsening for 250 Cf, already 400 keV off the data in the harmonic approximation. These changes follow from the differences between the mass parameters at the minimum and their averages over a region around it.
In the second minimum, K π = 0 − energies from the full Hamiltonian .
Experimental data are taken from [24] for the I-st minima and from [1] for the II-nd minima.
exp H coll Bconst (3) with constatnt mass parameters. They are given in Table II for selected nuclei. At the first minimum, D t values show a considerable variation from a nucleus to nucleus. The K = 0 and 1 components are correlated, e.g. both are large for 230 U; this large K = 0 value is roughly consistent with the measurements [28] .
so for an easy comparison of B(E1)s for K = 0 and K = 1, one should multiply D t for K = 1 from Table II by √ 2. For some nuclei, the opposite signs of the microscopic and macroscopic parts lead to a nearly complete cancellation of D t . This results in a variation of the deexcitation pattern along the isotopic chain, as may be seen for 230−238 U.
More specifically, the negative-parity rotational band decays according to the ratios of the rates of E2 transitions within, and E1 transitions out of the band. From the calculated transition dipole moments D t in [e fm] we can estimate the ratio
where Q 0 is the intrinsic quadrupole moment of the negative-parity band in units of [ Although not a perfect match with tha data, this roughly correlates with no intraband E2s seen along the negative-parity bands in 232,234 U, the complete regular E2 cascade and no E1s above the 3 − state in 236 U, and the E2 cascade ending at the 7 − state, with more E1s in 238 U [29] [30] [31] . On the other hand, the predicted nearly perfect cancellation of D t for K = 0 in 240 Pu is not supported by the value ≈0.12 efm measured at spin 11 and the smaller values for the neighbouring Pu isotopes [32] . The relatively small dipole moment measured for 230 Th [33] does not contradict our K = 1 value.
In the isomeric second minimum the situation is entirely different. The macroscopic part, 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Our study of low-lying negative-parity oscillations in even-even actinides leads to the following conclusions:
• Considering that we have no adjustable parameters, the data on negative-parity excitations in the first minima are reproduced quite well for the K π = 0 − and 1 − phonons; energies of the 2 − phonons are significantly overestimated.
• The model predicts K π = 0 − energies in the second well in 240 Pu and 236 U that are three and more times larger than the claimed experimental values. For the K =1,2 phonons, the agreement with the data is better, similar to that obtained in [11] for 240 Pu, but still the calculated energies are too high.
• Low-lying negative-parity oscillations show small admixtures of the multipolarities λ = 5,7 to the octupole mode at the first minima, and equal or dominant contribution of the λ = 5 multipole at the second minimum. Hence the coupling of various multipolarities is important in the description of the "octupole" vibrations, especially in the second minimum.
• Taking into account the multipoles λ =3,5,7 in the phonon structure and the exact macroscopic contribution to the dipole moment, we predict large transition dipole moments from the "octupole" band to the g.s. band in lighter actinides at the first minima, and for all investigated nuclei at the isomeric minima.
We do not see any way to reconcile our model with the reported data on the energies of the K π = 0 − mode in the second well. Both the calculated sizable stiffness Fig. 4 and small mass parameters Fig. 5 suggest that either our model is completely unreliable there, or, perhaps, the experimental K π = 0 − assignments in the shape isomeric minima in 236 U and 240 Pu are not related to the collective shape vibrations.
One could think of possible improvements of the model. A natural step would be to include the quadrupole-octupole coupling. However, as long as the second minima are reflection-symmetric, this would be a second-order effect, while the energy surfaces and mass parameters do not hint to its unusual enhancement. One could also consider a finetuning of the pairing strength in the second well, or including the quadrupole pairing as in [11] . Still, the required reduction of the 0 − phonon energies is so large, that the pairing alone hardly can be a cause. On the other hand, the discrepancies observed for 1 − and 2 − phonons in the II-nd well probably could be reduced by a fine tuning of the model parameters.
sets may correspond to the same shape, so they should produce the same s.p. spectrum.
In particular, the deformations Y λKs with K = 1, 3, λ = 3,5,7 of an axially symmetric equilibrium shape give the same s.p. spectrum as the deformations Y λKc . The latter are accomodated by the parametrization Eq. (1), by switching the choice of the symmetry axis from z to y. This follows from the relations between spherical harmonics defined with respect to the reference axes z, x, y (denoted as Y y ) and the standard ones:
The equivalent deformation set for axially symmetric first and second minima follows from the expressions for spherical harmonics Y y λ0 :
Appendix B: Dipole moments within the microscopic-macroscopic method
The macroscopic part of the expectation value of the electric diple moment is calculated as a sum of the redistribution and the neutron skin effects [21] 
where for Z protons and N neutrons, A = Z + N, I = (N − Z)/A, one obtains from the Droplet Model 
Nuclear shape enters through the constant B S , being the ratio of the area of a deformed surface to the surface area of the sphere of the same volume, and the averages, over both the nuclear volume and surface, of the scaled radius vector ξ = r/R 0 and the Coulomb potential v in units of Ze/R 0 , with < f > V meaning V f /V , and < f > S meaning S f /S.
The calculations were performed with the following values of the parameters: r 0 = 1.16 fm, J =32.5 MeV, K =240 MeV, Q =50 MeV and L =100 MeV, as in [22] .
The microscopic part of the dipole moment is calculated as D micr = ζ(<D > −D) [19, 20] , where the first part is the expectation value of the dipole operator on the deformed state andD is the analogous expression in which the actual pairing occupation numbers 2v 2 i were replaced by the quantities smoothed according to the Strutinsky prescription. The factor ζ takes care of the reduction of the effective charge due to the particle-vibration coupling to the E1 giant resonance. We have used ζ = 0.33 as it was done in previous calculations [20, 22] . 
. Experimental data (EXP) [24] are marked with circles; parenthesis signals some uncertainty in the experimental assignment. 
